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Abstract
The fortieth anniversary of the original construction of Supergravity provides an opportunity
to combine some reminiscences of its early days with an assessment of its impact on the quest
for a quantum theory of gravity.
Dedicated to John H. Schwarz on the occasion of his 75-th birthday
Based in part on the talk delivered by S. F. at the “Infeld Colloquium and Discrete”, in Warsaw,
on December 1 2016, and on a joint CERN Courier article.
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1 Introduction
The year 2016 marked the fortieth anniversary of the discovery of Supergravity (SGR) [1],
an extension of Einstein’s General Relativity [2] (GR) where Supersymmetry, promoted to a
gauge symmetry, accompanies general coordinate transformations. Supersymmetry, whose
first realization in four–dimensional Quantum Field Theory was introduced by Julius Wess
and Bruno Zumino in [3,4], extends the very notion of spacetime, adjoining to the Poincare´
group of translations and Lorentz rotations new symmetries that change the Statistics (Bose-
Einstein vs Fermi-Dirac) of particles and fields. A peculiar mathematical structure, called
“super-algebra”, achieves this goal while circumventing classic no-go theorems that constrain
attempts to unify space-time symmetries (connected to mass and spin) with internal ones
(connected to charges of various types) [5] 1. Supergravity implies the existence of a new
type of elementary quantum of gravitational origin, a spin 3/2 particle called gravitino.
An exact Supersymmetry would require the existence of super-partners in the Standard
Model of Electroweak and Strong interactions and for the gravitational field, but it would also
imply mass degeneracies between the known particles and their super-partners. This option
has been ruled out, over the years, by several experiments, and therefore Supersymmetry
can be at best broken, with super-partner masses that seem to lie beyond the TeV energy
region currently explored at the CERN LHC. In Supergravity one would expect that the
breaking be spontaneous, as in the Brout-Englert-Higgs (BEH) mechanism of the standard
Model [11], which was remarkably confirmed by the 2012 discovery of a Higgs particle [12].
Supersymmetry would have dramatic consequences. It would affect the subatomic world,
via supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model (MSSM [13] and alike), but also large-
scale phenomena and the cosmological evolution of our Universe [14]. Supergravity has the
potential to provide important clues for dark matter, dark energy and inflation [15], and for
the links between the corresponding breaking scale and the one that ought to have superseded
it and presumably still characterizes the present epoch. The recent discovery of gravitational
waves from black-hole (BH) mergers is a stunning confirmation of GR [16], the gauge theory
of the gravitational field, and one can dream of future revelations of its spin-two quantum,
1Supersymmetry was inspired by “dual resonance models”, an early version of String Theory pioneered
by Gabriele Veneziano [6] and extended by Andre´ Neveu, Pierre Ramond and John Schwarz [7]. Earlier
work done in France by Jean-Loup Gervais and Benji Sakita [8], and in the Soviet Union by Yuri Golfand
and Evgeny Likhtman [9] and by Dmitry Volkov and Vladimir Akulov [10], had anticipated some salient
features.
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the graviton. The gravitino ought to acquire mass via a supersymmetric version of the BEH
mechanism, whose details would also control other mass splittings of crucial importance for
super-particle searches (squarks, gluinos, sleptons).
Let us now describe some key steps in the development of Supergravity, with an eye to
achievements and difficulties of this endeavor and to its impact on different fields.
2 The Early Times
The first instance of Supergravity was built in the spring of 1976 by Daniel Freedman, Peter
van Nieuwenhuizen and one of us (S. F.) [17], in a collaboration that had started in the
fall of 1975 in Paris, at E´cole Normale Supe´rieure. The construction relied on the vierbein
formulation of General Relativity and on the Noether method, an iterative procedure that
would result in the non-linear Yang-Mills or Einstein-Hilbert action principles if applied to
gauge theories or gravity. Inconsistencies, if present, would have led to obstructions that
no further modifications could have overcome. Shortly thereafter, Stanley Deser and Bruno
Zumino recovered the result in a simpler and elegant way [18], extending the first-order
(Palatini) formalism of General Relativity 2. In their work the authors of [18] focussed
on supergravity as a way to bypass inconsistencies of the Velo–Zwanziger type [19], which
generally affect theories with higher spin fields (for recent reviews see [20]).
These original developments are well captured by eq. (2.1) below, where we display the
Lagrangian of N = 1 Supergravity in four dimensions in the “1.5 order” formalism [1], the
torsion equation for the gravitino field ψµ and the supersymmetry transformations for the
vierbein field eµa and ψµ (in “mostly plus” signature, as in other examples below)
3:
S = 1
2 k2
∫
d4x e
[
eµa e
ν
b Rµν
ab(ω) − ψµ γµνρDν(ω)ψρ
]
,
δ S
δ ω
= 0 −→ Dµ eaν − Dν eaµ =
1
2
ψµ γ
a ψν , (2.1)
δ eaµ =
1
2
 γa ψµ , δ ψµ = Dµ  .
2Alternative approaches were soon developed, including Supergravity as the gauge theory of the anti-
deSitter group [21], Supergravity on a group manifold [22] and Supergravity from broken superconformal
symmetry [23].
3For convenience, we use in all equations the conventions set out by Daniel Freedman and Antoine Van
Proeyen in [1]. Notice that their definition of ψµ, say, differs from the usual one, since it includes an
imaginary factor i.
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Further simplifications of the procedure emerged once its full significance was better
appreciated. A mixed formalism was eventually adopted, where it became far simpler to
track unwanted terms, and during a Summer Institute held at E´cole Normale in August
1976 the Noether procedure led to the first matter couplings [24], which opened the way to
a host of more complicated examples. Moreover, the “spinning string” [7], or String Theory
as it is now called [25], was connected to space-time Supersymmetry via a Gliozzi-Scherk-
Olive (or GSO) projection [26]. A first extended version of four–dimensional Supergravity,
involving two gravitinos, came to light shortly thereafter [27].
The low-energy spectra that emerged from the GSO projection pointed to yet unknown
ten-dimensional versions of Supergravity, including the counterparts of several gravitinos [28],
and to a four-dimensional supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory (SYM) invariant under four
distinct supersymmetries [26,29].
When S. F. visited Caltech in the Fall of 1976, he became aware that Murray Gell-
Mann had worked out many consequences of Supersymmetry, including upper bounds on
the number of gravitinos and on the gauge symmetries allowed, in principle, in all instances
of “pure” Supergravity, where all particles would be connected to the graviton [30] (see
Table 1). Gell-Mann had realized, in particular, that the largest theory would include eight
gravitinos, and would allow for a maximal gauge group, SO(8), which would not suffice to
accommodate the SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1) gauge symmetry of the Standard Model.
3 The Golden Age
The following years, 1977 and 1978, were most performing, and a widespread enthusiasm
drew into the field many new adepts. Important developments followed readily, including
the discovery of “minimal” formulations where N = 1 Supersymmetry is manifest [31, 32].
These involve extra (non-propagating) auxiliary degrees of freedom, which result into equal
numbers of Bose and Fermi fields and particles. Finding these “off-shell” formulations has
proved very hard beyond N = 1, but in this case they have allowed systematic investigations
of the spontaneous breaking of local Supersymmetry and precise characterizations of scalar
geometries. This is fortunate, since only N = 1 Supersymmetry is directly compatible with
the chiral (parity-violating) interactions of the Standard Model. Auxiliary field formulations
proved important also to understand higher–derivative extensions of Supergravity [33], in-
5
Helicity Multiplets of D = 4 Supergravities
N Helicity Content
1
[
(2),
(
3
2
)]
2
[
(2), 2
(
3
2
)
, (1)
]
3
[
(2), 3
(
3
2
)
, 3(1),
(
1
2
)]
4
[
(2), 4
(
3
2
)
, 6(1), 4
(
1
2
)
, 2(0)
]
5
[
(2), 5
(
3
2
)
, 10(1), 11
(
1
2
)
, 10(0)
]
6
[
(2), 6
(
3
2
)
, 16(1), 26
(
1
2
)
, 30(0)
]
8
[
(2), 8
(
3
2
)
, 28(1), 56
(
1
2
)
, 70(0)
]
Table 1: The helicity content of supergravity multiplets in four dimensions. The factors
indicate the multiplicities, and the overall multiplets for N = 7 and N = 8 coincide.
cluding the supersymmetric extension [34] of Starobinsky’s model of inflation [35]. More
recently, they were instrumental in supersymmetric localization techniques, where curved
backgrounds providing infrared regulators are captured by diverse auxiliary–field configura-
tions [36].
Complete matter couplings for N = 1, 2 in four dimensions were thus constructed by
the early 1980s [37, 38], and some key features of the general N = 1 case can be neatly
summarized as in eq. (3.1) below:
S =
∫
d4x e
[
1
2 k2
eµa e
ν
b Rµν
ab(ω) − ∂i ∂j¯ GDµziDν z¯ j¯ gµν − V (z, z¯) + . . .
]
,
V = eG
[
Gi Gj¯
(G−1)ij¯ − 3] , G = K + log |W |2 . (3.1)
The main ingredients of the construction are the Kahler potential K(zi, zi) and the super-
potential W (zi), which depend on the scalar fields and enter the theory via the invariant
combination G.
A key step in the development of the theory had to do with the maximal model promptly
identified by Gell-Mann. The maximal N = 8 Supergravity was derived in 1978 by Eugene
Cremmer and Bernard Julia [39] from their previous, remarkable construction with Joel
Scherk, of the unique Supergravity in eleven dimensions [40]. Its key features are summarized
6
in
S = 1
2 k2
∫
d11x e
[
eµa e
ν
b Rµν
ab(ω) − ψµ γµνρDν
(
ω + ωˆ
2
)
ψρ
− 1
24
Fµνρσ F
µνρσ −
√
2
192
(
ψµ γ
µναβγδ ψν + 12ψ
α
γγδ ψβ
)(
Fαβγδ + F̂αβγδ
)
− 2
√
2
(144)2
α1...α4β1...β4µνρ Fα1...α4 F β1...β4 Aµνρ
]
, (3.2)
ω̂µab = ωµab +
1
8
ψα γµab
αβ ψβ , F̂µνρσ = Fµνρσ +
3
√
2
2
ψ[µ γνρ ψσ] ,
where ω solves its field equation and “hats” denote supercovariant quantities.
Curiously, at most seven additional spatial dimensions are indeed allowed in Supergravity
[41], in contrast with General Relativity. In general, extra dimensions beyond our space
time could exist, and yet be inaccessible to our senses, if they were curled into tiny internal
spaces. This is the spirit of the Kaluza-Klein (KK) scenario that first linked, in the 1920s,
higher-dimensional GR and Electromagnetism [42].
The first key ingredient of the N = 8 construction was the geometrical nature of the scalar
interactions, which result from an analogue of the pion model involving the 70 different fields
present in the maximal theory, associated to the E7(7)/SU(8) coset. The second was a set of
generalized electric-magnetic dualities, which extend the manifest symmetry of the vacuum
Maxwell equations under the interchange of electric and magnetic fields and had already
surfaced in simpler models [43]. For instance, in the N = 8 model, the E7(7) group acts on the
56 “electric” and “magnetic” field strengths as a generalized electric–magnetic duality [39].
Hidden (infinite–dimensional) symmetries extending it have been widely explored in recent
years, following [44].
4 Supergravity and Particle Physics
The MSSM [13] and other supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model were introduced
and widely investigated by Pierre Fayet, Savas Dimopoulos, Howard Georgi and others [13],
relying heavily on the soft-breaking terms proposed by Luciano Girardello and Marc Grisaru
in [45]. These low–dimensional couplings are not supersymmetric, and were introduced to
overcome restrictions accompanying the spontaneous breaking of rigid Supersymmetry. A
glimpse of the modifications induced by Supergravity is captured by the super–trace formula,
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here restricted for simplicity to chiral multiplets [37, 46],
1
2
StrM2
∣∣∣∣
Vzi=0,V=0
≡ 1
2
∑
J
(−1)2 J (2 J + 1) m2J = eG
[
N − 1 + Gi G j¯Rij¯
]
, (4.1)
where N is the number of scalar multiplets, which emerges in the m3/2/mPl → 0 limit. For
the sake of comparison, in renormalizable models of rigid Supersymmetry the r.h.s. would
vanish, reflecting patterns where scalars pair, in mass, around fermions.
Supergravity provided a rationale for the emergence of soft–breaking terms as low–energy
relics of the super–Higgs mechanism. This was shown by Riccardo Barbieri, Carlos Savoy and
one of us (S.F.), and independently by Lawrence Hall, Joseph Lykken and Steven Weinberg,
and by Richard Arnowitt, Ali Chamseddine and Pran Nath [47].
No-scale Supergravity, a theory with a naturally vanishing cosmological constant, was
built in [48], and was readily applied to Physics beyond the Standard Model.
All these developments made it possible to derive parameter spaces of masses and cou-
plings for supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model, which can be explored in
experimental searches for new physics, as was done at LEP, at Tevatron and elsewhere in
the past and is currently done extensively at the LHC collider [4].
“Split Supersymmetry” [49] was advocated in recent years to obtain large mass sepa-
rations among MSSM super partners while maintaining a number of attractive features of
Supersymmetry, at the price of a fine–tuned cosmological constant [50], and was further
developed by the same authors and many others.
5 Supergravity and String Theory
The ultraviolet behavior of Supergravity theories was vigorously investigated soon after the
original discovery. As in gravity [51], no divergences were found in the one-loop S-matrix
of “pure” models involving solely the gravitational multiplet [52]. Symmetry arguments
soon pushed them at least to the three-loop order [53, 54], and thus beyond GR, where
divergences begin to show up at two loops [55]. In subsequent years refined symmetry
arguments and explicit computations relying on novel methods spurred by these studies
have proceeded hand-in-hand, under the drive of Zvi Bern, Lance Dixon, David Kosower and
others, revealing further, unexpected cancelations of divergences [56]. The case of N = 8
Supergravity remains unsettled, and some authors still envisage the possibility that this
8
Field content of D = 11 and D = 10 Supergravities and Super Yang–Mills
Model Field Content
D=11 SGR
(
eaµ, ψµ, Cµνρ
)
D=10 IIA, or (1,1) SGR
(
eaµ, ψµL, ψµR, λL, λR, Cµνρ, Bµν , Aµ, φ
)
D=10 IIB, or (2,0) SGR
(
eaµ, ψ
i
µL, λ
i
R, D
+
µνρσ, B
i
µν , φ, φ
′) (i = 1, 2)
D=10, (1,0) SGR
(
eaµ, ψµL, λR, Bµν , φ
)
D=10, (1,0) SYM (Aµ, λL)
Table 2: Standard field multiplets in D = 10, 11. The IIA model is directly related via KK
to eleven dimensions. The IIB model contains doublets of gravitini, spinors and two-forms,
and chiral four-form, A+, with self–dual field strength, and two scalars parametrizing the
SL(2, R)/U(1) coset. The field content of the I model is a truncation of the others. The
L,R suffixes indicate the chirality of Fermi fields.
maximal theory be finite to all orders. In particular, the double–copy structure relating
N = 4 Yang–Mills to N = 8 Supergravity might provide a clue to its actual divergence
structure [57], and recently played a role in the identification of an unexpected symmetry
[58], the dual superconformal symmetry, whose lessons could reverberate on Supergravity.
Moreover, some subtleties that were well appreciated only recently might lead to deeper
insights into the whole scenario [59].
Supergravity allows in general continuous deformations that combine gauged internal
symmetries and the emergence of scalar potentials. Explicit constructions soon clarified
[60, 61], however, that these bring along negative vacuum energies, and thus maximally
(super)symmetric anti-de Sitter, or AdS, vacua. This is the case, in particular, for the
N = 8 model of Bernard de Wit and Hermann Nicolai [62], which realized the full SO(8)
gauge symmetry that we have already mentioned but does not admit a Minkowski vacuum.
In a KK compactification from eleven dimensions, a gauged SO(8) symmetry would be
inherited from a seven-dimensional internal sphere [63]. A number of enticing variants were
readily explored [64].
The GSO projection opened the way to connecting String Theory to gravity along lines
that were foreseen, in the mid 1970s, by Scherk and Schwarz [65], and independently by
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Tamiaki Yoneya [66]. All ten-dimensional versions of Supergravity (and corresponding
strings) were constructed by the 1980s [67, 68], but a widespread activity in this direction
only started in 1984, when Michael Green and Schwarz discovered that gauge and gravita-
tional [69] anomalies cancel, unexpectedly, in all versions of ten-dimensional supersymmetric
String Theory (or Superstring Theory, for brief) [70]. Anomalies are quantum violations of
classical symmetries that are very troublesome when they affect gauge interactions. Their
cancellation is a fundamental consistency condition, which is automatically granted in the
Standard Model by its known particle content [71].
The allowed gauge groups in ten dimensions are SO(32) and E8 ×E8 in closed Heterotic
superstrings [72], whose discovery followed closely the anomaly cancellation, and SO(32)
in the Type-I theory involving both open and closed superstrings [73], akin respectively to
segments and circles. Here E8×E8 denotes two copies of the largest exceptional Lie algebra in
the Cartan classification, and both SO(32) and E8 ×E8 contain the SU(3)× SU(2)×U(1)
gauge symmetry of the Standard Model as a small subgroup. At low energies, all these
theories reduce to minimal Supergravity coupled to a Yang-Mills multiplet in ten dimensions.
Unprecedented avenues thus opened up for linking ten-dimensional strings to the chiral
interactions of Particle Physics, in enticing scenarios that are free, by construction, of the
ultraviolet problems of gravity. One might well say that Supergravity started officially, with
this 1984 “first superstring revolution”, a second life as a low-energy manifestation of String
Theory. It actually led to reconsider the very notion of anomaly, since in the Green-Schwarz
mechanism some of its gauge potentials remove part of it. The original construction involved
a single antisymmetric tensor potential Bµν (to be contrasted with the electro-magnetic
vector potential Aµ), but more complicated cases that have emerged later rest on several
fields of this and similar types.
The anomaly cancellation mechanism quickly resulted in definite KK scenarios granting
String Theory a four-dimensional interpretation [74]. It pointed to a specific class of six-
dimensional internal manifolds leading to chiral spectra with N = 1 Supersymmetry in four
dimensions that were widely studied in Mathematics, Calabi-Yau spaces. These lead natu-
rally, in this context, to a grand-unification gauge group E6, which was known to connect
to the Standard Model with right-handed neutrinos. All thus converged into an intriguing
dictionary between the resulting low-energy dynamics and the topology of these complicated
manifolds, or if you will between four-dimensional Supergravity and Algebraic Geometry. A
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remarkable property of these spaces, with deep physical implications, is the so-called “mir-
ror symmetry” [75], which exchanges manifolds while swapping their Hodge numbers. This
symmetry allows one to compute non–perturbative couplings in terms of classical ones, and
finds a rationale in the C-map of the four–dimensional low–energy Supergravity [76], where
N = 2 vector multiplets and hypermultiplets are interchanged. The structure of these multi-
plets rests on “special geometry”, whose mathematical significance was first stressed in [77].
No-scale Supergravity [48] was linked to Calabi-Yau compactifications in [78, 79]. Actually,
strings behave properly also on singular (orbifold) limits that compare to smooth Calabi-Yau
spaces like tetrahedra to spheres [80]. These limits afford more complete descriptions, and
have led to deep insights into the structure of String Theory, opening the way to early direct
constructions of four–dimensional heterotic string spectra [81]
Other (type II) theories with maximal Supersymmetry exist in ten dimensions, are also
free of anomalies and allow similar compactifications, but for a while they seemed totally
unrelated to Particle Physics.
6 Branes and M–Theory
The early 1990s were marked by many detailed studies of classical solutions of Supergravity
[82]. These generalize BH’s, and form fields are their key new ingredient. In four dimensions,
electric charges source a vector potential Aµ, whose Lorentz index reflects somehow their
“world lines”. In a similar fashion, strings source antisymmetric potentials Bµν , while other
potentials present in ten-dimensional Supergravity are related to extended objects of higher
dimensionality, generically dubbed “p-branes”. Here p is the number of spatial dimensions
of these extended objects (p = 0 for particles, p = 1 for strings, p = 2 for membranes, and
so on). Supergravity cannot forego the presence of a wide class of extended objects, with
which String Theory would appear at odds, insofar as it focuses solely on strings. This was
strongly advocated, over the years, by a number of scientists, and most notably by Michael
Duff [83] and Paul Townsend [84].
The “second superstring revolution” is associated to the mid-1990s, and to the resolution
of this apparent dichotomy when it became widely recognized that String Theory, after all,
cannot be merely a theory of strings. Behind it, as we now concede, lies indeed a far more
complicated soup of strings and more general p-branes. The novel ingredient of this wider
11
Figure 1: Duality links among the five ten–dimensional supersymmetric versions of String
Theory and eleven–dimensional Supergravity.
picture was a class of p-branes that show up in string perturbation theory in the presence
of boundaries, the D-branes whose role was clarified by Joseph Polchinski [85], but the
(electric-magnetic) dualities of the low-energy Supergravity were again a main tool. Strong–
weak coupling dualities in String Theory were actually first advocated by Anna-Maria Font,
Dieter Lust, Luis Ibanez and Fernando Quevedo in [86], and were inspired by continuous
symmetries of the low–energy Supergravity. The end result is an awesome unified picture,
which was largely due to Edward Witten [87] and is usually referred to as M-theory.
When strings combine with other extended objects, even the very notion of space time
is blurred, to the extent that ten and eleven dimensions emerge from singular corners of
this correspondence. One of these is the eleven-dimensional Supergravity. These results
are usually summarized via the hexagon–like diagram of Fig. 1, whose sides reflect different
duality links, three of which were deeply inspired by Supergravity [87–89]. The others had
already surfaced in the late Eighties: they are beyond its reach but find their rationale in
T-duality, a peculiar string correspondence between large and small KK radii [90], and in
the Ω orientifold link between type-IIB and type-I strings proposed by one of us (A. S.) [91].
Supergravity thus started officially a third, parallel life, as a probe into the elusive inner
workings of String Theory. 4
4Recently, double field theory [92] has emerged as an enticing intermediate framework to accommodate
T-duality within Field Theory.
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7 Supergravity and the AdS/CFT Correspondence
The late 1990s witnessed the emergence of a peculiar duality that has had a huge impact
on the literature. This is the AdS/CFT correspondence [93], which links “holographically”
gravity and gauge theories 5. It was originally conjectured by Juan Maldacena, and its most
explored form concerns String Theory compactified on a special KK manifold, AdS5 × S5,
the direct product of a five-dimensional anti-de Sitter space and a five-dimensional internal
sphere. AdS5 has a boundary at spatial infinity, which is identified with a four-dimensional
Minkowski space, and the correspondence posits the equivalence between a weakly coupled
String Theory in the bulk and a strongly coupled field theory, the N = 4 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory that we have already met in a ten–dimensional guise, on this bound-
ary. This surprising correspondence, which brought AdS Supergravity to the forefront, also
vindicates some intriguing ideas that had been around since Jacob Bekenstein connected
the black-hole entropy to its area [95]. Supergravity thus started officially, with this “third
superstring revolution”, one more parallel life as an unprecedented tool for exploring non-
perturbative features of gauge theories.
InN = 2 Supergravity supersymmetric black holes give rise to universal (duality–invariant)
area formulas for their Bekenstein-Hawking Entropy, which generalize the Reissner–Nordstrom
entropy formula for charged dyons and rest on the (square modulus) of the central charge
computed at its extremum in moduli space [96]. The name “attractors” was coined since,
independently of the initial conditions at large distances, the scalar trajectories in moduli
space approach the same extremal points, which coincide with the values at the BH Horizon.
This explains, in particular, why the ADM mass is a continuous moduli dependent function
while the entropy is quantized in terms of BH charges. In the large–charge limit, Andrew
Strominger and Cumrun Vafa associated to these types of results for extremal BH’s a micro-
scopic String Theory counting [97]. The actual nature of the microstates, however, is still a
debated issue [98].
5There were a number of notable anticipations of aspects of the correspondence, including some contri-
butions in [68,94].
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8 Conclusions and Perspectives
The last two decades have witnessed a multitude of applications of AdS/CFT outside its
original realm. These have touched upon fluid dynamics, the quark-gluon plasma, and
more recently Condensed Matter Physics, providing a number of useful insights on strongly
coupled matter systems. Perhaps more unexpectedly, AdS/CFT duality has stimulated work
related to scattering amplitudes, which may also shed light on the old issue of the ultraviolet
behavior of supergravity, but the reverse program of gaining information about gravity from
gauge dynamics has proved harder. Above all, however, there is a pressing need to shed light
on the geometrical principles and the deep symmetries underlying String Theory, which have
proved elusive over the years.
The interplay between Particle Physics and Cosmology is a natural arena to explore con-
sequences of Supergravity. Recent experiments probing the Cosmic Microwave Background,
and in particular the results of the Planck mission [99], have lent some definite support to
inflationary models of the Early Universe. An elusive particle, the inflaton, should have
driven this primordial acceleration, and while our current grasp of String Theory does not
allow a detailed analysis of the problem, Supergravity can provide fundamental clues on this
and the subsequent particle physics epochs.
Applications of Supergravity to Cosmology have attracted an increasing interest in recent
years [34, 100]. Supersymmetry is broken in a de Sitter like inflationary phase, where one
typically encounters more fields than would be needed for the early Universe, and moreover
some familiar scenarios tend to be plagued by instabilities. The novel ingredient that appears
to get around these problems is non-linear supersymmetry [101], whose foundations lie in
the prescient 1973 work of Volkov and Akulov [10] and on the technique of constrained
superfields [102]. Non-linear supersymmetry arises when some super-partners are exceedingly
massive, seems to play an intriguing role in String Theory [103] and connects naturally to
the KKLT scenario [104]. The current lack of signals for supersymmetry at the LHC makes
one wonder whether it might also hold a prominent place in an eventual picture of Particle
Physics. This resonates with the idea of “split supersymmetry” [49], which allows for large
mass separations among superpartners and can be accommodated in Supergravity at the
price of reconsidering hierarchy issues.
Crossing the current frontiers appears to require a deeper understanding of broken Su-
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persymmetry in Supergravity and in String Theory. Broken Supersymmetry made an early
entry in String Theory via orbifold realizations of the Scherk-Schwarz mechanism [105] in
models of oriented closed strings [106]. The resulting spectra are closely connected to special
versions of gauged Supergravity, whose AdS versions play also a central role in the AdS/CFT
correspondence, and afford interesting generalizations in String Theory in the presence of
branes [107], even in the presence of internal magnetic fields [110]. These constructions in-
volve the Born–Infeld action [108], which was originally recovered from open strings in [109].
Branes were actually instrumental in Supersymmetry in another context, since they provided
early clues on mechanisms for its partial breaking [111], and this phenomenon is connected
again, in the non–linear limit, to extensions of the Born–Infeld theory [112]. Finally, in
recent years, gauged Supergravity found a geometrical framework within generalized geome-
try [113], a setting that is related to the flux compactifications of [79], while the embedding
tensor of [61,114] captures their algebraic foundations.
In breaking Supersymmetry, one is confronted with important conceptual challenges: the
resulting vacua are deeply affected, in general, by quantum fluctuations, and this reverberates
on old conundrums related to dark energy and the cosmological constant. There are even
signs that this type of investigations could shed light on the backbone of String Theory, and
we are confident that Supergravity will lead us farther once more. Finally, Supergravity may
have something to say about the dark matter in the Universe, since gravitini or other light
superpartners dubbed neutralinos might perhaps account for it.
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